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Abstract
Music industry in Indonesia is now filled with many genres or types of music. One of them that is
very famous nowadays is a music genre called K-pop or Korean pop, originating from South Korea. In
line with the development of K-pop music that continues worldwide, Korean singers start making English
songs. There were two objectives to be discussed in this article: to find out the consonants that are usually
changed or replaced by Korean singers and find the phonological patterns found in the consonant
changes. Phonological approach was conducted by involving purposive sampling technique to collect the
data. Songs by Wonder Girls, Super Junior, Bigbang, and CN Blue were analyzed in terms of the consonant
changes that occurred in Korean singers’ pronunciation. The analysis showed that there were 7 English
consonants that underwent changes in Korean singers’ pronunciation. Fricatives are found as the
consonants that usually undergo a change. Furthermore, the phonological processes that were usually
found in those consonant changes were the process of changing fricatives into stops or affricate
consonants, process of changing [r] into [l], and the last is the process of palatalization.
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songs. In Indonesia, Korean songs nowadays
have become the most popular song among
youngster music enthusiasts. Korean songs
become popular along with the entrance of
Korean pop culture in Indonesia. From about
10 years ago, K-pop has been well spread not
only in Indonesia, but also throughout the
world. Its fame has been mentioned by Kim
(2016:3) “South Korea’s entertainment
industry has grown substantially since 1990s,
producing Asia-wide and other parts of the
world’s successes in music”.

Introduction
Language is a tool for communication in
written or spoken words. It is used by the
people of a particular country or area in order
to communicate to each other. There are many
languages spoken by human beings in this
world. However, the language that is
recognized as one of the most widely spoken
language is English, which now becomes a
language that is used internationally. Besides
used as a native language in some countries,
English is also used as a foreign language in
many other countries. In the countries that
regard English as a foreign language, the use of
English by the non-native speakers of English
serves “the purpose as a vehicle for science, for
the mass media (press, radio, television), and
some kinds of international entertainment”
(Strevens, 1980: 62).

As a result, many Korean singers recently
start producing many English songs so that
they can attract more music enthusiasts
outside their country to listen to their music.
Besides their own English songs, some Korean
singers also produce the remake of the existed
English songs by international singers, then
they sing those songs again in a different
arrangement. In some other cases, Korean
singers often get a request to sing English
songs written or sung by an American or

Talking about the use of English in some
kinds of international entertainment, we will
certainly come to think about the use of it in
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British singers. For example, in 2013, Super
Junior sang a song by Michael Bolton entitled
“How Am I Supposed to Live Without You” for
a music program and a concert in Korea. In
another occasion in 2011, Taeyeon, one of
Girl’s Generation’s members, sang a song by
Rihanna entitled “Take a Bow” for a music
program in Korea.

English and Korean phonology and phonetics.
Moreover, the studies that are reviewed above
have the same methodology as this present
study, which is phonological approach. Those
findings are very beneficial for the writer in
conducting the present study because it
presents the differences between English and
Korean
consonants
and
phonological
differences. However, this present study is
different from the above because none of the
above uses songs as the data.

Soo Rim (2010) tries to investigate the
effect of the native language, Korean, on
English. It finds out that there are three
different sound patterns, which have different
phonological conditions in English and Korean,
namely
aspiration,
nasalization,
and
palatalization.
Besides
providing
the
differences between English and Korean
consonants, this study also provides some
information about phonological rules that
exist in Korean and this kind of information is
very beneficial for the writer in conducting this
present study. Even though both Soo Rim’s
observation and this present study talk about
English and Korean phonology, especially the
phonological rule that happen to the
consonants, this present study uses songs as
the object of the observation. Meanwhile,
Hong’s observation uses audio recording of
people that speak some simple sentences.

Motivated by the previous paragraphs,
this article attempts at discussing what English
consonants are changed in English songs
produced by Korean singers and conclude
what phonological patterns found in their
pronunciation.

Methodology
The data used were English songs sung by
Korean singers. They are “2 Different Things”
by Wonder Girls, “Wedding Dress”, “I’ll be
There” and “Make Love” by Bigbang, also “She”
and “How Am I Supposed to Live Without You”
by Super Junior. This study also analyzes the
English songs sung by a South Korean pop rock
band named CN Blue. The songs that are
chosen from CN Blue’s albums are
“Teardrops”, “Every time”, “Feeling”, and “I
Don’t Know Why”. Those songs that are chosen
above are all written in English.

The next study is conducted by Cho and
Park (2006). They try to provide a thorough
comparative analysis of Korean-English
phonological structures and processes. This
study concludes that with proper knowledge
on the contrastive analysis of Korean-English
phonological structures and processes, Korean
students will acquire better speech delivery
and interpretation quality into English. From
this study, there are some information that is
very beneficial in conducting this present
study, such as the differences and similarities
between English and Korean phonemic along
with the errors that may be done by the
Koreans when speaking English. Cho and
Park’s research is different from this present
study because in this present study, the writer
only focuses on consonants. The object of the
research is also different because Cho and Park
did not use songs as their object.

Since this study analyzes changes in
sounds and its pronunciation, phonological
approach is applied as its approach. According
to Carr (1993), phonology is the study of
systems of sounds. It is also the study of the
sound system of a particular language. This
approach is chosen because the purpose of this
research is to find out the phonological
patterns in the sound change. Phonological
approach is appropriate to be applied in this
study for the reason that phonology is about
the ways in which speech sounds form
patterns, so it will give the theories to help in
analyzing the data and giving the conclusion of
the change that happens in English
consonants.

The studies above are relevant to the
present research because both of them include
the findings about the differences between

In order to make the data easier to read, a
code was given to the data. The encoding of the
data was given based on the singers of the
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songs. Thus, the code would begin with K.S.
which is the abbreviation of Korean Singer,
and then it would be followed by a number that
represents the name of the singer. The code for
the data is elaborated below.
a. K.S.1 would be the code for Wonder Girls
b. K.S.2 would be the code for Super Junior
c. K.S.3 would be the code for Bigbang
d. K.S.4 would be the code for CN Blue

K.S.1: [laɪf] → [laɪp], [left] → [lept]
K.S.2: [rɪflektɪd] → [rɪplektɪd]
K.S.3: [laɪf] → [laɪp], [læf] → [læp]
K.S. 4: [ɪf] → [ɪp], [laɪf] → [laɪp]
From the data above, sounds [f] and [p]
are preceded by diphthong /aɪ/, vowels /e/,
/ɪ/, and /æ/. Those consonants are in the
natural class of [- consonantal]. Therefore, it
can be concluded that in Korean singers’
pronunciation, the consonant [f] will be
changed into [p] when it is preceded by
vowels. The notation for this rule is shown as
below.

Findings and Discussion
There are seven consonants which are
changed by Korean singers’ pronunciation.
Each consonant change is elaborated in the
following parts.

[f] → [p] / [- consonantal] ____

1. Substitution of [p] for [f]

2. Substitution of [b] for [v]

From the previous discussion, it is found
that there is a change from consonant [f] into
[p], and the substitution of [f] is always the
consonant [p]. Below are the features of
consonant [f].

The second consonant change that usually
occurs in Korean singers’ pronunciation of
English words is the change from consonant
[v] into consonant [b]. Below are the features
of consonant [v].

[f] : [+labiodental, +fricative, -voiced]
[p] : [+labial, +stop, -voiced]

[v] : [+labiodental, +fricative, +voiced]
[b] : [+bilabial, +stop, +voiced]

Based on the features of each sound,
consonant [f] and [p] are different in the place
of articulation where [f] is [+labiodental]
because it is “produced by touching the bottom
lip to the upper teeth” (McMahon, 2002:31)
and [p] is [+bilabial] because it is “produced by
bringing both upper and lower lips together”
(McMahon, 2002:31). Based on the flow of the
airstream, the origin consonant is [+fricative],
while the after consonant is [+stops], and
based on the vibration of the vocal cord, both
the origin consonant and the after are [voiced].

Based on the features of each sound, in the
place of articulation, consonant [v] and [b] are
different because [v] is [+labiodental] for it is
produced by bringing the bottom lip to the
upper teeth and [b] is [+bilabial] for it is
produced by bringing both lips together
(McMahon, 2002:31). Based on the flow of the
airstream, the origin consonant is [+fricative],
while the after consonant is [+stops]. Then,
based on the vibration of the vocal cord, both
the origin consonant and the after are
[+voiced].
The explanation above shows that Korean
singers usually change the fricatives
consonant [v] into stops consonant [b] in the
pronunciation of English words. This change is
a result of the absence of fricative [v] in Korean
consonant, as can be seen in table 2. Then, it is
replaced by nearby stops [b]. “According to the
lenis stop voicing rule in Korean’s
phonological rule, even though consonant [b]
cannot be found as a phoneme, it actually
exists in Korean as allophones” (Cho, 2006).
Thus, it is easier for Korean singers to
pronounce [b] instead of [v]. The occurrence of

The explanation above shows that Korean
singers usually change the fricatives
consonant [f] into stops consonant [p] in their
pronunciation of English words. This change is
caused by the absence of phoneme /f/ in
Korean phonemic consonants, so it is replaced
by nearby stops consonant /p/ (Cho,
2006:238). The occurrence of this consonant
change in English songs sung by Korean
singers is listed below.
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this second consonant change is listed as
follows.

be changed into [b] when it placed between by
[- consonantal]. If this rule is written in the
form of a notation, it will be shown as below.

K.S. 1: [mu:v] → [mu:b]
K.S. 2: [ɒv] → [ɒb], [bəliv] → [bəlib], [hæv]
→ [hæb], [lɅv] → [lɅb]
K.S. 3: [ɒv] → [ɒb], [bəliv] → [bəlib], [hæv]
→ [hæb], [lɅv] → [lɅb]
K.S. 4: [evrɪ] → [ebrɪ], [evrɪθɪŋ] → [ebrɪsɪŋ],
[lɅv] → [lɅb]

[v] → [b] / [- consonantal] ____ [- consonantal]

3. Substitution of [ʤ] for [ʒ]
The next consonant that is often replaced
by another consonant when it is pronounced
by Korean singer is consonant [ʒ]. This
consonant is usually replaced by consonant
[ʤ]. Below are the features of consonant [ʒ].

From the data above, it is shown that that
consonants [v] and [b] are preceded by vowels
/u:/, /ɒ/, /i/, /e/, /æ/, and /Ʌ/. Those are in
the natural class [- consonantal]. Hence, for the
first pattern, in Korean singers’ pronunciation,
consonant [v] will change into [b] when it is
preceded, followed, or placed between by [consonantal]. If this rule is written in the form
of a notation, it will be shown as below.

[ʒ]: [+palato-alveolar, +fricative, +voiced]
[ʤ]:[+palato-alveolar, -fricative, +voiced]
From the features listed above, it can be seen
that consonant [ʒ] and [ʤ] are both included
as [+ palato-alveolar] in the place of
articulation. Both consonants also share the
same feature based on the vibration of the
vocal cord where both are [+ voiced]. Based on
the flow of the airstream, consonant [ʒ] is
[+fricative], while the after consonant is [fricative]. From the features of each consonant
above, it explains that Korean singers tend to
change the fricative consonant [ʒ] into
affricates consonant [ʤ] when they sing their
English songs. This change occurs since
fricative [ʒ] does not exist in Korean phonemic
consonants and it is replaced by affricate [ʤ],
which exists as the allophone of consonant /ʧ/
as the result of Korean’s lenis stop voicing
rules. The occurrence of this consonant change
is listed as follows.

[v] → [b] / [- consonantal] ____
The next table below shows the second
environment where consonant change [v] into
[b] happens in Korean Singers’ pronunciation.
K.S. 2

: [sərvaɪv] → [sərbaɪ]

The datum shows that that consonants [v] and
[b] are followed by the diphthong /aɪ/ which is
in the natural class [- consonantal]. Therefore,
for the first pattern, in Korean singers’
pronunciation, consonant [v] will change into
[b] when it is followed by [- consonantal]. In
the notation, it will be shown as below.
[v] → [b] / ____ [- consonantal]

K.S.2: [pleʒər] → [pleʤər], [treʒər] →
[treʤər], [meʒər] → [meʤər]

The data below show the last
environment of consonant change from the
sound [v] into [b] in Korean singers’
pronunciation.

The data above show that phoneme [ʒ]
and [ʤ] are preceded by vowel /e/ and
followed by vowel /ə/. The preceding vowel is
specified as [+ front], [+ mid], and [+ tense] in
natural classes. Meanwhile, the following
vowel is in the natural classes of [+ central], [+
mid], and [+ reduced]. By looking at the class
of those vowels, it can be concluded that
consonant [ʒ] will change into [ʤ] when it is
between [+ front] [+ mid] [+ tense] vowel and
[+ central] [+ mid] [+ reduced] vowel. In the
form of the rule, it will be written as below.

K.S.2: [hevən] → [hebən], [lɅvɪŋ] → /lɅbɪŋ],
[livɪŋ] → /libɪŋ], [suːvənɪər] → /suːbənɪər]
K.S.3: [evə(r)] → /ebə(r)], [nevə(r)] →
/nebə(r)], [lɅvɪŋ] → /lɅbɪŋ]
The data show that consonants [v] and [b]
placed between the vowels /u:/, /ɪ/, /i/, /ə/,
/e/, and /Ʌ/. Those vowels are also in the
natural class [- consonantal]. Thus, in Korean
singers’ pronunciation, consonant [v] will also
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[ʒ] → [ʤ] / V [+front, +mid, +tense] _____ V
[+central, +reduced]

usually replaced by [s]. The features of sound
[θ] are listed below.

4. Substitution of [ʤ] for [z]

[θ]: [+interdental, +fricative, -voiced]
[s] : [+alveolar, +fricative, -voiced]

The fourth consonant that undergoes a
change based on the analysis is consonant [z].
Similar to the sound [ʒ], consonant [z] is also
changed into consonant [ʤ]. Below are the
features of consonants [z].

As it is shown in the data above, those
consonants have both similarity and difference
in their features. They are different in the place
of articulation where [θ] is [+ interdental] and
[s] is [+ alveolar]. The sound [θ] is “produced
by inserting the tip of the tongue between the
upper and lower teeth, while sound [s] is
produced by raising the front part of the
tongue to the alveolar ridge” (McMahon,
2002:32). When it comes to the flow of the
airstream, the origin and the after consonant
share the same feature which is [+fricative].
Then, based on the vibration of the vocal cord,
both consonants are included in [- voiced].
Those features tell that Korean singers usually
replace the fricatives [θ] with fricatives [s] in
their pronunciation.

[z] : [+alveolar, +fricative, +voiced]
[ʤ]: [+palatal, -fricative, +voiced]
The two consonants [z] and [ʤ] have different
quality in the place of articulation where [z] is
[+ alveolar] since this sound is “produced by
raising the tip of tongue to the alveolar ridge”
(McMahon, 2002:32), while [ʤ] is [+ palatoalveolar]. In the vibration of the vocal cord,
both are [+ voiced]. On the other hand, they are
different in the flow of the airstream where [z]
has the quality of [+ fricatives], while [ʤ] has
the quality of [- fricatives]. The occurrence of
this consonant change is listed below.

Sound [θ] is absent in Korean phoneme
while sound [s] is present there. Thus, Korean
singers tend to replace [θ] with [s] because it
is easier for them to pronounce a consonant
that is present as a phoneme than the one
which is not present there either as a phoneme
or an allophone. The occurrence of this
consonant change is shown below.

K.S.2: [rizən] → [riʤən]
It is shown that there is only one example
in which consonant change happens in English
songs sung by Korean singer. As seen in the
table, consonant [z] and [ʤ] are preceded by
vowel /i/ and followed by vowel /ə/. The
preceding vowel is included in the natural
class of [+ front], [+ high], and [+ tense].
Meanwhile, the following vowel is included in
[+ central] [+ mid] [+ reduced]. After looking at
the class of those vowels, it can be concluded
that consonant [z] is changed into [ʤ] when it
comes after a [+ front] [+ high] [+ tense] vowel
and before [+ central] [+ mid] [+ reduced]
vowel. When the pattern in drawn in a
notation, it will be written as below.

K.S.4: [evriθɪŋ] → [evrisɪŋ], [eniθɪŋ]
[enisɪŋ], [θɪŋk] → [sɪŋk]

→

In this part, the pattern of the consonant
change is very obvious. It is shown that
consonant [θ] and [s] are followed by vowel
/ɪ/. This vowel has the quality of [+ front], [+
high], and [- tense]. As conclusion, in Korean
singers’ pronunciation, the consonant [θ] will
be replaced by [s] when it comes before [+
front], [+ high], [- tense] vowel. The rule of this
consonant change is drawn as below.

[z] → [ʤ] / V [+front, +high, +tense] _____ V
[+central, +mid, +reduced]

[θ] → [s] / ____ V [+front, +high, -tense]

5. Substitution of [s] for [θ]

6. Substitution of [l] for [r]

The fifth consonant that undergoes a
change in English songs sung by Korean
singers is consonant [θ]. This consonant is

The next is the change from consonant [l]
to consonant [r]. It is found that consonant [r]
is often changed or replaced by consonant [l].
In order to make the notation is easier to be
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drawn, the features of consonant [r] are listed
below.

[s] : [+alveolar, +fricative, -voiced]
[ʃ] : [+palato-alveolar, +fricative, -voiced]

[r] : [+alveolar, +approximant, -lateral]
[l] : [+alveolar, +approximant, +lateral]

Based on the features above, it is found that [s]
and [ʃ] have difference in the place of
articulation. Consonant [s] is included as [+
alveolar], while [ʃ] has the quality of [+ palatealveolar]. Sound [s] is articulated by raising the
tip of tongue to the alveolar ridge and [ʃ] is
articulated by move the tongue tip to the
alveolar ridge, then move to the soft palate.
However, they also have similarities. The first
is that both the origin and the after consonant
share the same feature on the flow of the
airstream which is [+ fricatives]. The other
similarity lies on the vibration of the vocal cord
where [s] and [ʃ] are [- voiced].

The features of sounds [l] and [r] are
almost the same. In the place of articulation,
the origin consonant [r] and the after
consonant [l] are included as [+ alveolar].
Based on the flow of the airstream, both of the
consonants are [+ approximant]. However, the
origin and the after sounds also have a
difference. Consonant [r] is described as [lateral], while [l] is considered as [+ lateral].
This change occurs due to the fact that in
Korean, “[l] and [r] are allophones of a single
phoneme, with [r] produced between vowels
and [l] everywhere else” (McMahon, 2002:21).

It can be concluded that alveolar fricatives
[s] is often changed into [ʃ] in Korean singers’
pronunciation of English words in their songs.
This consonant change happens as the result of
Korean palatalization process where the
alveolar obstruent consonant /s/ changes into
its allophone [ʃ] whenever they occur before
the vowel /ɪ/ (Cho, 2006:241). The occurrence
of this consonant change in English songs sung
by Korean singers is shown below.

Thus, if Korean singers transfer this
Korean phonological rule when they speak
English, it may cause consonant change. In the
table below are the occurrences of this
consonant change in English songs sung by
Korean singers.
K.S.2: [rɅf] → [lɅf], [redi] → [ledi]
The data show the words in which
consonants [l] and [r] are followed by vowels
/Ʌ/ and /e/. Those vowels are in the natural
class [- consonantal]. Meaning to say, in
Korean singers’ pronunciation, consonant [r]
will change into [l] when it comes before or
after [- consonantal]. In the form of notation, it
is drawn as follows.

K.S.2: [sim] → [ʃim]
It is shown that consonant [s] and [ʃ] are both
followed by /i/. This vowel is included in the
natural class [+ high], [+ front], and [+ tense].
Thus, it can be summarized that in Korean
singers’ pronunciation, consonant [s] will be
changed into [ʃ] when it comes before [+ high]
[+ front] [+ tense] vowel. In the form of
notation, this consonant change can be written
as below.

[r] → [l] / ____ [- consonantal]
The next data below show the second
environment where the consonant [r] will
change into consonant [l] in Korean singers’
pronunciation.

[s] → [ʃ] / _____ V [+front, +high, +tense]
From the analysis and discussion
conducted in this chapter, it is found that
consonants that usually undergo a change in
Korean singers’ pronunciation are consonants
[θ], [s], [f], [v], [z], [ʒ] and [r]. According to
McMahon (2002:29), consonants [θ] [s] [f] [v]
[z] and [ʒ] are included as fricatives, while [r]
is a liquid. It can be concluded that Korean
singers tend to change the fricatives and a
retroflex liquid when they sing English songs.
Thus, they should pay more attention to the

K.S.4: [tɪrdrɑ:p] → [tɪldrɑ:p], [hɪr] → [hɪl],
[tɪer] → [tɪel], [ker] → [kel]
7. Substitution of [ʃ] for [s]
The last consonant change that often
occurs when Korean singers sing English songs
is the change from consonant [s] into [ʃ]. The
features of consonant [s] are listed below.
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pronunciation of fricative consonants and
liquid consonant when they sing English songs
so that they can produce the correct
pronunciation as the target pronunciation.

become the major cause of the consonant
changes found in English songs sung by Korean
singers.

Conclusion
Firstly, consonants /f/, /v/, /ʒ/, and /z/
are changed in Korean singers’ pronunciation
because those fricative consonants are absent
in Korean phonemic consonants. Such
fricatives are replaced by the nearby stops or
affricates that exist in Korean as a phoneme or
an allophone such as [p] for [f], [b] for [v], [ʤ]
for [ʒ], and [ʤ] for [z]. Those consonant
changes have the same process which explains
that in Korean singers’ pronunciation, English
fricatives that are absent in Korean usually will
be changed into the nearby stops or affricates.
In addition, it is also found that fricative [θ],
which is absent in Korean phonemic
consonant, is usually replaced by the nearby
fricative [s] in Korean singers’ pronunciation.
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